Food Processing Technology and Packaging: A Case Study of Indian Cashew-nut Industry
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Abstract

India is the global leader in world cashew business and cashew-nut industry is one of the important food processing industries in world. The most important problem of cashew nut processing industry is that is processing and packaging. Deficient processing reduce the quality of cashew kernel, the main problem is from the broken nuts which has lower price in market than entire cashew kernel and are not eligible for export. Cashew nut processing technology and packaging are the most important aspects that affect on nutrition value of cashew-nut. In order to protect nutrition content processing and packaging need to be taken care of it. India could maintain its monopoly in world cashew marker for long period of time by improving cashew nut processing and packaging technology. By doing this it will also contribute into food security.
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Introduction

India is the global leader in world cashew business and cashew-nut industry is one of the important food processing industries in world. However India is the largest producer, processor, exporter and importer eschew in the world. India is providing cashew to the rest of the world [1]. India is meeting world demand of cashew. India has a tremendous potential of cashew production and export to other countries. Every year India earns more than 2000 cores rupees through cashew trade. Cashew nut industry is one of the important small scale industries in the country which is playing significant role in rural development. World Bank and IMF recognized cashew-nut industry is one the important tool for poverty eradication at global level. It shows important of cashew business and its strong existence in India [2].

Statement of the Problem

The most important problem of cashew processing industry is that is processing and packaging. Bad processing reduce the quality of cashew kernel at large extent especially broken of cashew kernel which has very less price in market compare to whole cashew kernel and not eligible for export. On the other hand if there is no good packaging of cashew kernel will get moisture which destroy test of it. International trade of cashew-nut is depend of two things one is cashew nut processing and other is packaging. This study has strong relevance because cashew-nut industry is the labour oriented, where processing technology is not playing important role because 95% processing work is manual. Hence processing work was depending on physical performance of worker which makes presence of large workforce inevitable. There are many cashew nut processing units closed because they are not getting sufficient work force. However due to advancement in technology slowly this picture is changing and processing work get improve. Therefore it is interesting to explore all the aspects in context of cashew processing and packaging of cashew business [3].

Review of Literature

Dr. Yadhav, on his report Economic Analysis of Cashew had discussed about existing supply chain of Indian cashew-nut industry. The Market for Cashew-nut in India' prepared by Ghana Export Promotional Council, analyzed market for cashew-nut in India [4]. It mentioned that India is major center for cashew-nut in the world. 'Integrated Production Practices of Cashew in Asia' this book is edited by Papademtriou, et al. in it explained about cashew production practices which are in Asian cashew producing setups [5]. Sandhu, in 'An Econometric Analysis of Indian Export Share of Cashew Kernel in the world' shows India's export share of cashew in total world cashew export has been reduced due to keen competition in production technology and processing.
coupled with low units of value offered by the competing economies [6]. Walkar, et al. in his article ‘Performance of Cashew Export from India, it has mentioned India had a monopolistic position in the international cashew market but more competition coming from the countries like Brazil, Vietnam and Mozambique etc [7,8].

Objectives of the Study

The following are the specific objective of the study.
(1) To identify problems of cashew nut processing and use of processing technology,
(2) To study problems of cashew kernel packaging,
(3) To study evolution of cashew nut processing technology over the year and its impact on final product.

Hypothesis of the Study

The following is the hypothesis of the study.
(1) There is impact of cashew nut processing technology on cashew kernel.

Research Methodology

This is the explanatory study on Indian cashew-nut industry. It deals with the different component of cashew nut processing and its quality control practices. It tried see impact of cashew processing technology on final product. The present research work is mainly based on observation and secondary data. It has make detailed analysis of entire cashew nut processing methods and its quality control practices in order to understand its impact on cashew kernel [9].

Cashew processing and its Technology

There is systematic process has to be followed while making out cashew kernel from hard cashew-nut. Cashew processing is combination of suitable machinery and skilled labour which produce very good final product [10]. Use of machinery in cashew nut processing work make job simple and effective. Cashew processing techniques make impact of overall final product hence processing steps has its own importance. Following is the actual cashew processing methodology.

Cleaning

Cashew-nuts are collected from open farm hence it consists of dusts and foreign matters that has to be eradicated. Hence first step is to clean cashew-nut and eliminate dust and foreign matter thus it will not be present in further processing. It it is not clean well it is bound to make impact on final production.

Roasting

Processing of cashew-nuts refers to the conversion of raw cashew-nuts in shell to its blanched graded kernel form. Roasting of cashew-nut has been evolved in stages over the period of time. Following are the methods by which roasting has been done of cashew-nut.

Drum Roasting: This is one of the oldest and more widely used methods. The nuts are fed into a rotating red hot drum which will ignite the shell maintaining its temperature because of the burning of the shell liquid. The drum is kept in rotation for 3-4 minutes and the roasted nuts are discharged from the lower end of the drum and immediately covered by ash after sprayed with little water, so as to absorb the oil on the surface. This facilitates the removal of the remaining oil on the shell. Due to draw backs of the method is superseded by oil bath roasting, (Cashew and Coca Development Cochin).

Oil Bath Roasting: In this method conditioned nuts are passed through CNSL bath heated to 170-2000C by conveyer buckets for 1-2 minutes during which period the shell gets heated rupturing the wall and releasing the oil into the bath. The oil is recovered by continuous over flow arrangement. The roasted nuts are centrifuged to remove adhering oil, cooled and shelled by hand and leg operated shelling machines. The kernel with the adhering testa is scooped out using a sharp needle. ((Cashew and Coca Development Cochin).

Steam Roasting: The raw nuts are steam cooked at about 120-140 lbs/sq inch pressure. Shell oil can be extracted in later stages by crushing. The nuts are shelled by hand and leg operated shelling machines. (Cashew and Coca Development Cochin). At present this method of cashew roasting has been used in practices.

A general comparison of the above three methods the steam roasting methods (Figure 1) is best it is because it is environment friendly and there is good impact on final product. It does not deteriorate quality of the cashew kernel while making process.
Cutting
After roasting of cashew next process is of cutting. In this process cashew-nut is cut and remove the cashew kernel.
With the help of cashew cutter cashew cutting is done (Figure 2). It helps to make whole cashew kernel which has great demand in market. Removed cashew-nut shell will be raw material for making cashew-nut shell liquid oil.

Pre- Grading
It is process of separating mainly the whole from the broken kernels and sometimes separating the different size group of whole kernels before it is sending for drying (Figure 3).
Drying
The kernels after they are removed from the shells have to be dried in order to loosen the red skin attached to the kernel for easy peeling.
Cashew dryer machine (Figure 4) helps to remove moisture from cashew kernel so that it does not affect on it. If cashew kernel is not properly dried it will get deteriorated very soon.

Peeling
In the peeling process the testa which is loosely attached to the kernel is removed, although a small amount of kernels may have already lost the testa during the previous operations.
Peeling work (Figure 5) is important because it determines the quality of final product, requiring hygienic conditions and quick turnaround of large quantities of kernels.

Grading
Cashew kernels are graded into white/scorched wholes, pieces, splits, butts, etc., depending on the shape size & color of the kernel. It has been prescribes 33 different grades of cashew kernels. Only 26 grades are commercially available and exported [11]. They are as follows.
Before sending cashew kernel to packaging there is need to make re-humidification of it. It is important that the moisture content of kernels rise from 3% up to around 5%. This is results in making the kernels less fragile, thus reducing the risk of breakage during transport.

Re-humidification

Before sending cashew kernel to packaging there is need to make re-humidification of it. It is important that the moisture content of kernels rise from 3% up to around 5%. This is results in making the kernels less fragile, thus reducing the risk of breakage during transport.

Packaging

In order to reacher safely cashew to customer need to make good packaging of it. It consists with Vacuumised and flushed with Nitrogen. This is because cashew requires special treatment when packaging. It has to be in an “inert atmosphere”. An inert atmosphere is created by removal of air which makes the inside of the container free of oxygen. This can be done by having a vacuum pack or infusing it with an inert gas, such as nitrogen (Figure 6).

Good packaging increase life of the product. And there are machine available to help to make proper packaging of cashew kernel. Packaging is one of important input to increase quality of cashew kernel. Cashew kernels in bulk are packed in four gallon prime tins with a net weight of 11.34 Kg (Or 25 lbs) in each tin. The filled tins are then vacuumised and filled with carbon-di-oxide gas and sealed. Two such tins of the same grade are packed in a carton for export. The net weight of each carton is thus 22.68 Kg. (50 lbs.). Some manufacturers also pack in tins of 10kg net to suit the requirements of buyers in certain markets. Recently, some exporters have started using flexible packs instead of tins as many buyers opt for new generation flexible packs.

Conclusion

Processing of cashew-nut is systematic which himself consist of quality control practices. Quality of cashew kernel starting to affect since from cashew harvesting practices. If the cashew harvesting is not properly done it make impact on further processing of it. Over a period of time cashew nut processing methods has been evolved. Due to progress in the technology it makes positive impact on final product. There is increase in proportion of whole cashew kernel. Cashew processing technology and packaging are the most important aspects that effect on nutrition value of cashew-nut. In order to protect nutrition content processing and packaging need to be taken care of it. Processing is the optimum combination of appropriate processing machinery and skilled labour [1]. Cashew can be great source of food security having rich content of nutrition which is required for good health. It has zero cholesterol effect [12]. Hence it is one of the most demanded food in international market. Hence its processing has to be modified in great extent so that wastage of cashew kernel while processing can be reduce down. Existing processing methodology is good but has big scope for improvement. Especially India who is global leader in cashew business must take leading role in it.
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